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Chandrayaan II

Chandrayaan II is India’s second lunar mission after Chandrayaan I. The
mission includes a lunar orbiter, rover and a lander. The mission is developed
by ISRO, India. Initially, the lander was supposed to have been developed by
Russia. But, when Russia cited its inability to provide the lander by 2015,
India decided to go solo.
The mission is attempting to soft-land on the moon’s surface at a latitude of
about 70° south, that would be on a high plain in between 2 craters, Manzinus
C and Simpelius N. As it is the polar region of the moon, the region will have
less craters and the chances of presence of water are high. If successful, this
would be the first mission to land near the lunar south pole.

Launch date: 15 July 2019
Landing date: September 6

This day is chosen because it is the start of the lunar day.

It is also the first moon lander and rover mission. Rover mission means
searching for and characterization of a variety rocks and soils that hold clues
to past water activities.

Women on Top Mission:
Mission Director—Ritu Karidhal Project Director—Vanitha M
(the Rocket Woman of India.)

Objectives:
 Quantify the water available on the moon’s surface
 Explore minerals such as magnesium, ion and Helium
 Map its topography, explore minerals and chemicals on its surface Study

top most part of the lunar atmosphere
 If successful, India will be the fourth country to land a rover on the moon,

former three are US, USSR & China.
Indigenous mission, 13 instruments from India, one instrument from NASA

Design:
Launcher:
 GSLV Mk-3, India’s heaviest rocket. 43 metres long, it has a lift-off mass

of 640 tonnes and costs Rs 375 crore
 Total weight is at 3.8 tonnes -Integrated module with Orbiter, lander and

rover including 14 instruments
 15 academic institutions including Indian Institute of Science & IITs have

contributed.
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Orbiter:

The orbiter will orbit the Moon at an altitude of 100 km . The mission will
carry eight instruments on the orbiter. Three of them are new, while two
others are improved versions of those flown on Chandrayaan-1.

MISSION LIFE IS ONE YEAR IN ORBIT

Instruments include

 Terrain Mapping Camera -2: Prepare detailed 3D map of the lunar surface

 Collimated Large Array Soft X-ray Spectrometer: Maps abundance of
major rock-forming elements

 Orbiter High Resolution Camera: Provides high-res images of landing site

 Imaging Infra-Red Spectrometer: Identifies minerals & signatures of
hydroxyl (OH) and water (H2O) molecules in polar regions

Rover
The Rover is named Pragyaan ( Sanskrit word meaning “wisdom”). It weights
27 kg. It operates on solar power.
The rover performs on-site chemical analysis and sends the data to the lander,
which will relay it to the Earth station
MISSION LIFE IS ONE LUNAR DAY

 Payload includes Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscope that would drill
into the lunar surface, collect samples to understand chemical
composition and mineralogical composition on lunar surface

 Alpha Particle X-Ray Spectrometer will determine the elemental
composition of the lunar rocks and soil

Lander

The lander is called Vikram, named after Vikram Sarabhai, father of Indian
Space Programme.
Weight: 1,371 kg

Number of instruments: 4 (including rover); it will touch down on the moon
surface at 2 metre per second

MISSION LIFE IS ONE LUNAR DAY.
Payload includes Instrument for Lunar Seismic Activity to measure lunar
earthquake around the landing site and structure of lunar crust & mantle.
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Challenges:

 Ensure trajectory accuracy
 Communication issues: Radio signals could be weak
 Trans-lunar injection : Burn on board motors at appointed time and space
 Lunar dust: They can be deadly and may damage sensors & functions.


